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ABSTRACT • '•- ' ' 
Four problems are identified concerning politics and 

as they relate 'to public schooling. The first problem is the 
Ltion of basic terms and the development of a vocabulary common 

to Researchers investigating the field. Second is the problem of 
collecting information on and evidence of the political process. This 
problem is complicated by^(1) the need to overcome obstacles such as 
the privacy c.f the decision making process, (2) the intangible and 
idiosyncratic nature of power reality, (3) the need for identifying 
suitable data-gathering technques, and (Q) the need for a theoretical' 
base of power analysis. The third problem concerns'power measurement 
and its quantification> and its interpretation as a possession or a 
relationship. Ine final problem concerns the phenomenon of change and 
{lactation id power configurations. The importance of power analysis 
in studying and understanding the forces contrpiling schools is 
stressed. (HE) , 
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THE POLITICS OF LOCAL PUBLIC EDUCATIONS 
SOME PROBLEMS WITH POWER ANALYSIS 

If polltica ia the process by which power* ia brought into play and .' 

if power pertains to such matters aa allocating valuea among indivlduala 

and groups* controlling individuals and groups, and making decisions and 
~ » » •* 
setting policiaa which affect individuals and groups—than achoola ara pc—

i , * 

Iitica4 institutions and oparating than ia a political process.

Tha myth that our achoola have baaa removed from politioa ia fio-

tiomal. However, by perpetuating slogans such as "Schools and politioa don't 
' 4 

mix, " tha intarasts of thoaa alitaa who control tha achoola ara wall aarrad* 

Behind this nyth is tha balia/ that • schools should not ba abuaad by partisan 

politics or by narrow intarast groupa outaida tha aohool. A corollary . 

to this pranisa (in sona instancaa uisparoaiTsd by thoaa in control who propa-

gcta it) ia patarnal actions and daoiaions quiatly nada by thoaa with authority 

do not constitute politics* aran whan tha rasuits hava fsr-raaching social 
f 

consequences.

It is not difficult to maka a caaa for tha inportanca of tha concapta 

of politics and powar aa thay ralata to public schooling. That which affacts 

seabathing wa hava paid daarly for and.affirm to ba of graat indiTidual 

and oollactire inportanoa narits sarious oonaidaratlon. Oartainly our achoola 

paaa, thaaa two tests; tharafora onoa it ia arldant that politica and powar 

ara concapta which apply to tha operation of achoola aa fully aa to othar 

•xanplas of governance, it becomes appWant thaaa ara conaaquantial subjects. 

Although one nay be oonrlncad 'that determining how our schools ara 

run and who runs than ara interesting and rital subjacts for both profesaionsla 

and layman, problema hinder their serious study. In this articla four of 

these problems ara described. They arai (1) defining basic terms* (2) col

lecting evidence* (3) measuring evidence, and (U) coping with change. 

•
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Probably every specialisation known to man possesses its own pecu

Vocabularies exist for vocational, religious, recreational,liar vocabulary. 

military* social, and a host of other divergent pursuits. Within their own 

field specialists employ sublanguage to serve their purposes. < While many 

of the terms iibSd nqrstify outside observers, they enable specialists to 

interact meaningfully and to advance knowledge in their'particular disci

pline. 

In many of the social sciences vocabulary must be developed to de

scribe intangibles. Often these intangibles are substantive. However, 
* 

because there is confusion or disagreement about their meaning, considerable 

energy is expended in trying to establish commonage, in the field of po-

litica the term power supplies an example* Power has been, aa difficult for 

political scientists to formulate aa community has been for sociologists. 

For example, power has. been defined aat 

1. *the capacity to induce others to act in accordance with one's will,"* 
2

2. "thfc ability to control the decision-making process, M 

3* "participation in the Baking of decisions,*^ 

U* "the acts of men going about the business of moving other men to 

'act in relation to themselves or in relation to organic or inorganic 

things."^ 

, Because power means different things to different people, a kind of 

contagion results which similarly affects related terms. Thus authority, 

force, influence, and pressure also yield varying connotations. One result 

of this .inability to establish common terms is a lack of agreement among 

scholars in answering such questions ast 

1. Is power Bade evident by a class of acts or cam it be recorded in 

stasis?* 



2. In A-B relationships ia power equally present if we assume B acta 

in responae to orders from A* B acts in response to apecolation of 

A"a wishes; A penalises B for not acting or not acting aa he desired? 

Ia power the use of social energy; ia it the capacity to mobilise3. 

such energy; or ia it some oowbination of these? 

The second problem ia collecting evidence. By this ia meamt document

ing how power operates* aasumlng we hold some definition for it* This problem 

of documentation contains at least three subproblemsi oTerooming obstacles 

to 
„ 

collecting 
* 

information* using appropriate techniques for collecting data, 

and developing theory• 

Let us assume for purposes of illustration that our goal ia to under

stand more fully how the schools of a certain city are run. we would like 

to know more about the sources* motives, resource*, ijnswjiia.1 cations networks, 

and techniques of individuals and groups who significantly affect local 

schooling* Some Individuals and groups channel their interest in the schools 

aa members of 
>
the authoritative or.legal governance structure) others oper

ate outside of this framework in extralegal ways, i.e., while they do not 

occupy authoritative positions within the school's official governance ays-

tern, they nonetheless affect local schooling. Their
i » 

influence could be 

a decisive factor in the decision to change a certain policy, to retain the 

school budget, to firaa teacher, etc. 

What are some of the obstacles to perceiving the realitiea of the 

exercise of power in our example? Perhaps the primary one ia privacy. 

An investigator may attend an open meeting of the board of'education and chart 

communication involving board members, administrators, and representatives 

of lay and professional groups. However., he or she might not be allowed 

Perhaps there
access to an exscutive session held prior to the open meeting. 



• • • . . 
in a stormy session a flammable issue was torashad out; now in the open meeting 

it comes up for vote and is settled quietly and unanimously* 

likewise it is possible that prior to the meeting the superintendent 

who -decided not to bring up a matter for review. It can be argued those 

make nondecisions, thereby preventing others access to decision-making or 

is often the shaping of decision-making, wield power* Nondecision-making 

secretive* In some instances the arena for makingit is the locked up 
*

% ' » 

mind of a single individual* 

Another .cftatacle for the person attempting to get at power reality 

extent does power* is its intangible and often idiosyncratic nature.. To what 

for example, relate to feelings of confidence, both by A and by Bf Was the 

negotiated contract between the school board and the teachers' organisation . 

the result of the board's greater confidence that its potential sanctions 

were stronger than the teachersJ?- If this is a factor* how can it be measured? 

A second subproblem in collecting evidence is determining which data-

gathering, techniques are most suitable* In the brief history of power analy

the the two most common methods used often yielded different results sis 

and produced a bitter methodological controversy between sociologists and 

political scientists. Sociologists more frequently assume an ordered sys

of power. An expected question that would provide data for sociologists tem 

would be Who runs the schools here? Sociologists frequently discover a 

momolithic power structure* 

On the other hand, a basic assumption of many political scientists 

is that different power structures emerge as a result of shifting issues. 

the schools An expected starting pojjat for political scientists investigating 

in our illustration would be What are reoent key issues axd decisions in 

which local schools were involved? Political scientists often find multiple * 

power structures for a particular locality* 

conclude patterns Do we that reported variations in paver structure 

5 ' ' 



are'the results of geographical* economic, historical, and social factors 
w 

that distinguish schooling from district to district, or are these findings 

at least partially the fruits of the respectITS sjethods and biases of the 

investigators? If the latter possibility exists in fact, it nay Bean re

searchers are simply finding what, they, are looking for. . ' 

'The third subproblem is caused by the inability to develop adequate 

theory. According to Wirt and Kirst there is a definite need for a sohesis 

for organising concepts and data in order to analyse, to test propositions,
" 

and to make Intelligent predictions. These writerw-complain that in the 
• • ' * ' 

place of explanations based upon causal theory, the literature is filled 

with descriptions, evaluations, and prescriptions, what we have then, accord-

ing to Wirt and Kirst* is a grab bag of partial theories and contrasting 

methods. 

* Wirt and lirst believe* the best form of theory available to students 
' 

(of the politics of education is "heuristic theory," which is not a predictive -

scheme but rather a method of analytically, separating and categorizing 

items in experience. Most heuristic models attempt to describe the channel-
/ 

ing of power from a variety of sources and take into account barriers to its 
t 

flow, conversion procedures, and feedback mechanisms. Heuristic models 

commonly depend upon systems analysis. 

The third problem, measurement of power, reveals once more the im

portance of the first problem1, i.e., the need for clarifyingbasic terms. 
*• i 

Understanding and agreement of the concept of power will not assure freedom 

from difficulties iii quantlfying.it* But it -seems reasonable to assume that 
* 

lack of understanding and agreement about the meaning of power will wniti-
f 

ply such difficulties. 

For example, power can be viewed as a possession, a resource which 

enables individuals and groups to obtain their will. On the other hand, 

power can be considered, not -as possessive or substantive, but as relational.** 12 
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Thus a power relationship could oe conceived as being dependent upon the 
: 

relative importance of conflicting values in the mind of the recipient ia 

the power relationship.

Suppose we have identified-the concerned constituencies composing 
-' v ' ' 

two sidea of an unresolved issue and wish to predict its outcome on the 

basis of which side is acre powerful* If we view power as a possession, 

we could Jtteupt to estimate the power holding of each side. 
* . • 

If> on the other hand, we conceive of power ia relational terms, our 
' .* " * ' 

•'approach to measurement would become psychological. Is might begin by 
* * •

attempting to determine the scope, weight, sad domain of power, i.e., the 

range of values affected in this particular situation, the degree to which 

they are affected, and the number of people affected.^ 

The final problem, that, of change, comes shout because the forces 

under consideration -fluctuate. For txampls these forces might include 

people, roles, institutions, biases, values, actions, and reactions. Power 

structure has been described as a schematic diagram* that depicts the element! 

of a power system at a given point ia time* Returning to public education, 

such a diagram night be an accurate; portrayal of reality for a particular 

school or school system at the moment it is constructed, but for how long 

will it continue to be valid? -

Four serious problems of power analysis affecting the governance of 

local public schooling have been presented. They are troublesome to those 

who would^Like to obtain a better understanding of those forces which affect 

the organization, administration, and control of schooling but if one 

believes in democracy, these problems hold an importance beyond mere schol

arly curiosity. If schooling like other agencies of government truly be

longsto the people, then in a democracy universal understanding is an urgent 

condition for public supervision. Power analysis provides a legitimate 

and worthwhile means of adding to that understanding. 

7 
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